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Case study  

1. PLEASE HELP MARY 

Mary has been Mr Thomson’s personal assistant for the last five years. Working with a company of 204 

employees, Mary is Mr. Thomson's most important person in the company. She is basically managing his 

office. 

Today is Wednesday the 7th of March and Mary has the following daily plan (calendar and task list): 

09:00-10:00  Briefing by Mr Thomson regarding the conference (discussion on the details)1 

  
 

11:00-11:30 Meeting with a new supplier on new file management system2 

                                                           

1. The conference is a very important event organised by the company every year. It is an 

international event. The conference will take place on the 3rd of July. Mary has the key 

responsibility for this event. Today, they will finalise the list of speakers and will take 

some decisions on the layout of the invitation. The venue will also be confirmed. 

2. The meeting was requested by the supplier. He wants to present to Mary a new type of 

file management system. Although it is not in the near future plans of the company to 

change the file management system, Mary thought that it would be a good idea to have 

it in mind. Also, the supplier was very eager to get this appointment. 

3. This workshop is organised by the leader in organising events for personal assistants. It 

is only organised once every two years and always handles very specific and advanced 

issues needed by personal assistants. This year the topic is event management for 

personal assistants. 
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13:00-13:30 Meeting with an existing supplier to discuss an issue with the quality with some of his 
supplies 

14:00-16:00 Attend a workshop for executive secretaries and personal assistants3 

 

Task list 

 Prepare the invitations for the conference. This can only be done once the meeting with Mr 

Thomson is completed and decisions have been taken (Estimated duration of activity: 2 hours) 

 Finalise venue for the conference and send confirmed booking by email (Estimated duration of 

activity: 2 hours) 

Mary arrived at the office at 7:45 as usual (15 minutes earlier than her working time). She prepared her 

coffee and reviewed her calendar and task list. 

She started dealing with the mail and then she prepared for the meeting with Mr Thomson. She needed 

to: 

 Take to the meeting all the venue tenders to finalise the decision regarding the venue. 

 Take to the meeting the samples of the invitation in order to finalise the decision on the 

invitation. 

At 8:30 Mr Thomson arrives at the office and at 9 o’clock they have the meeting as scheduled and all 

needed decisions are finalised. Mary returns to her desk to start working on her tasks before her next 

meeting. 

The telephone rings to change her day completely.  She diverts the phone to Mr Thomson and they are 

being informed that one of their key associates, Mr Perry, is arriving to Cyprus unexpectedly tonight for 

something urgent and he wants to take the opportunity to discuss about a new contract with Mr 

Thomson. They have received the proposal ten days ago but they did not have time to look into it. . . 

Mr Thomson calls her at his office immediately. She can tell that he is stressed. 
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 Mary has to make all the arrangements (except the flight - he has already taken care of it). More 

specifically: 

 She needs to book for accommodation  

 She needs to book for a taxi to take him to the hotel 

 She has to make dinner arrangements for tonight and she also has to attend the dinner 

 She has to cancel all next day’s  appointments for Mr Thomson  since he will have to spend the 

whole day with Mr Perry 

Mary is panicking. She has three more meetings in the day and many unfulfilled tasks. It seems that time 

is not enough to complete her work. 

 

 What do you suggest she should do? 

  

 


